Over the last four decades archaeological and historical research has the Maloti-Drakensberg Mountains as a refuge for Bushmen as the nineteenth-century colonial frontier constricted their lifeways and movements. Recent research has expanded on this characterisation of mountains-as-refugia, focusing on ethnically heterogeneous raiding bands (including San) forging new cultural identities in this marginal context. Here, we propose another view of the Maloti-Drakensberg: a dynamic political theatre in which polities that engaged in illicit activities like raiding set the terms of colonial encounters. We employ the concept of landscape friction to re-cast the environmentally marginal Maloti-Drakensberg as a region that fostered the growth of heterodox cultural, subsistence, and political behaviours. We introduce historical, rock art, and 'dirt' archaeological evidence and synthesise earlier research to illustrate the significance of the Maloti-Drakensberg during the colonial period. We offer a revised southeast-African colonial landscape and directions for future research.
Introduction
South Africa's Maloti-Drakensberg Mountains 1 (Fig.1 ) have long been viewed as environmentally, politically, and historiographically marginal. 2 During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, they appear relatively isolated amidst rapidly changing theatres, accessed primarily by refugees, raiders, and the few intrepid colonists who launched expeditions to acquire information or retrieve stolen livestock. 4 Although the Maloti-Drakensberg have been populated by montane hunter-gatherers for several millennia, see Mitchell, 'Gathering'. 5 Debates over the ethnicised content of 'San' and 'Bushmen' defy summary here. Within this paper, we use 'San' to acknowledge the existence of hunter-gatherer behaviours that transcend precolonial/colonial divides, referenced emically and etically in colonial identities. We use 'Bushman' specifically for eighteenth-and nineteenth-century hunter-raider-pastoralist communities described in the Maloti-Drakensberg and, arguably, in the northern and eastern Cape. socio-economic circumstances. 6 Recent work has proposed that these 'Bushman' communities were actually culturally heterogeneous groups that found a common cause in raiding cattle. Rock art scholars such as Geoff Blundell and Lara Mallen have attributed certain painted motifs and stylistic types to these raiding bands, who deliberately evoked features of aboriginal San culture in their art. 7 Sam Challis has further described how the AmaTola, a group including Khoe-and Bantu-speakers as well as Bushmen, articulated a creolised cosmology and new identity through rock art. imperatives of political resistance and cultural and economic survival, as the MalotiDrakensberg became a last refuge for nomadic lifestyles. 9 However, we are left wondering if there isn't a different way of reading these many observations: have we perhaps achieved a critical mass of research on individual Bushman raiding groups sufficient to explore these as part of a broader regional phenomenon?
Here, we propose viewing the Maloti-Drakensberg Mountains as a political theatre in which polities engaged in heterodox activities were the norm rather than the exception. We follow Laura Mitchell's formulation of 'heterodoxy' as describing practices that deviated from the expectations and desires of colonial authority (dubbed 'orthodoxy'), ranging from banditry to unconventional households and marriages. 10 In the present case, the heterodoxies in question were cattle raiding, mobility, and foraging. Our concern lies with examining how these came to be defining features of a mountainous region characterised by nineteenthcentury observers as a 'nest of thieves' and a landscape 'abandoned to Bushmen and outlaws'.
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By the nineteenth century, 'Bushman' connoted people who eschewed sedentism and who foraged or thieved. For Africans capable of sustaining themselves through agriculture to revert to a 'Bushman' existence was evidence of moral corruption or social distress. As Cape interior worlds shaped the terms of colonial encounters rather than being produced by them.
We find the interior world framework particularly intriguing in the context of the Maloti-Drakensberg because it does not rely upon the existence of a single, cohesive political system or a deliberate programme of resistance. Rather, it highlights how people in contexts where large, cohesive chiefdoms were absent or weak could still engage and re-interpret the material apparatuses of colonialism -roads, police stations, magistracies, etc. Where these engagements took the form of heterodox practices like raiding and mobility, they direct our attention to how clashes with authority and expected behaviour could be powerful forces that inspired social cohesion, settlement strategies, and the formation of new cosmologies.
In what follows, we synthesise a vast body of established literature and introduce insights from some new historical and archaeological studies to suggest a scenario in which heterodox activities were commonplace and socio-politically significant. The result was a regional network characterised by creative relations between chiefdoms and culturally hybrid bands, and by cattle raiding that could (paradoxically) be both socially fractious and unifying. 17 We describe this network primarily through the lens of Bushman raiders and As such, we bring archaeological insight to bear on addressing historical questions.
While we endeavour to keep specialised terminology out of our discussion as much as possible, readers will by now have noticed the use of phrases such as 'lifeways' and 'polity' uncommon in historical writing. We use these words not to obfuscate, but because archaeological and historical evidence operate on different social, spatial, and temporal scales and we need to be careful with how we speak of this evidence within a single framework.
Within some of the situations we describe below, the line between a chiefdom and a band of raiders is clearer historically than it is archaeologically; hence, we sometimes use 'polity' as a sanctioned by chiefs and within chiefly prerogatives, and as opportunities for groups of diverse people to coalesce around a shared aim.
Anatomy of an Interior World
The logics of the Maloti-Drakensberg interior world became most visible from the late 1830s/40s until the late 1870s. As we focus our discussion on Bushman raiders and BaPhuthi to articulate these logics, we draw attention to four main points. Moshoeshoe to ride. 55 Xhosa, Khoekhoen, Mfengu 'vagrants', and Bushmen are known to have brought horses into the region from at least 1835. 56 Horses became pivotal technology:
while the rugged mountain landscape limited colonial construction projects such as roads, horses were a form of biological colonial infrastructure that interior world communities coopted to facilitate travel, raiding, hunting, and livestock transhumance across great distances.
With horses, raiders could more effectively turn the Maloti-Drakensberg's landscape to their advantage and escape observation, capture, retribution, and regulation. Rivers flowing south and east from the Escarpment functioned as conduits that allowed raiding parties to access the lowlands and then retreat -often mounted -into the mountains. Raiders were known to have kept horses and stolen livestock in the highlands beyond the reach of punitive expeditions. 57 Indeed, horses were so well-suited to this landscape (with water from highland-fed rivers and pasture free from disease-carrying vectors) that by 1870 the Basotho pony had emerged as a breed tailored to montane ways of life. 58 Horses connected chiefs, raiders, and communities throughout this broken landscape with unprecedented ease, helping to shape a network in which knowledge, goods, and people could circulate widely and in new locations. 59 As Bushman raiding intensified through the first half of the nineteenth century, these themes were represented in rock art and archival corpuses. While testimonial evidence is available for only a few bands of Bushman raiders, these testimonies describe a suite of behaviours and technological innovations that rock arts distributed throughout the MalotiDrakensberg elaborate upon. These rock arts are detailed thoroughly elsewhere; here we tie these discussions together within the context of the interior world. to finger-painted images of colonial material culture overpainted on fine-line images. They suggest that these types of paintings delineated processes whereby some raiding bandsculturally heterogeneous and cohering for common, illicit aims -expressed identities that referenced or contested notions about San culture (Fig. 7) . in disciplining his representative south of the Senqu; the latter two were thwarted in their efforts to gather evidence against Moorosi by the distances he travelled and uncertainties over who precisely was involved in the raids. Consequently, the matter was dropped. 78 Similarly, in 1869, Captain Albert Allison announced his intention to seek out one of Moorosi's raiding parties in Nomansland and requested assistance from then-Basutoland Governor's Agent James Bowker. 79 Bowker equivocated: he was unwilling to send a costly expedition into mountainous territory that he knew to be treacherous, 80 choosing instead to wait for Natal to drive the fugitives farther into Basutoland and apprehend them there. Taking an archaeological view that emphasises the connections between settlement, landscape use, movement, and social cohesion brings us to our second point. Among
Indicated by Henry Francis
Moorosi's BaPhuthi cattle raiding appears to have enacted solidarity and leadership, as among numerous chiefdoms throughout the Maloti-Drakensberg. 93 Raids were opportunities for Moorosi to demonstrate his skill, ingenuity, and authority; Moshoeshoe treated raiding in much the same way, as explained in his vast corpus of nineteenth-century praise poetry.
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There is also a social or communal element to raids and circulating through settlements that
should not be overlooked. Mobility of this sort could serve as a social diacritic: settlement occupation, maintenance, and abandonment by an entire community was a collective act that underscored the line between community and 'other'. 95 Mobility can thus be seen as both a strategic means of avoiding surveillance and control, and also as a means of fostering some sense of solidarity. This is not a one-size-fits-all explanation for raiding in southern African chiefdoms, but describes an archaeological way of thinking about how authority and collaboration might have been expressed through material and physical gestures. 96 As
Blundell has suggested for some Bushman raiding communities, 97 Moorosi's BaPhuthi illustrate how degrees of cohesiveness were fostered through skilful combinations of mobility, raiding, and ancestor-based 'political vocabularies' 98 In the mid-nineteenth century, the government of the colony of Natal endeavoured to This tactic of attributing raids to Bushmen (independently or in collaboration with neighbours) was used by virtually all chiefs. When Mokuoane and Moorosi were accused of theft, they cast blame (with varying degrees of plausibility) on one of the dozens of other raiding bands active in the region. 105 In Nomansland and Natal, pressures from the Wesleyan mission circuit and the Natal government made it politically advantageous for chiefs to distance themselves from perceived criminals, and accusing Maloti-Drakensberg raiders was a useful device for concealing activities that would likely be seen as malfeasance. 106 From a historiographic perspective, these strategies ensured that raiding bands remained at the periphery of chiefdoms, despite the socio-political ties (casual or profound) linking them with Mpondo, Mpondomise, Bhaca, Thembu, and others.
Last Stands and Last Redoubts
By the late nineteenth century the effects of this interior world were being felt keenly in attention to the impact of Bushman raiders on settlement in Natal: colonists struggled to secure farmland and livestock, prompting the Natal government to establish Nguni farmsteads along the foot of the mountains as buffers against Bushman incursions. Nguni and European farmers alike were raided heavily, representing a substantial financial toll for the colony. 107 Challis has argued that raiders' preference for livestock owned by colonists rather than Nguni farmers amounted to a 'guerrilla-style war on the Europeans'. 
Making History from the Mountains
The Maloti-Drakensberg interior world emerged quickly and lasted for a relatively brief time, although its roots undoubtedly pre-date the period covered here. The heterodoxies that shaped this theatre -raiding, pronounced mobility, hunter-gatherer ways of life -were modifications or re-interpretations of longstanding practices rather than reactions to the stress of the advancing colonial frontier. In this view, raiding activities were not indicators of crisis brought on by colonial pressures; they played a specific role in the social and political logics of the bands and chiefdoms operating within this region. This is the crux of the Maloti- Our approach lends itself to borderland and frontier contexts throughout southern Africa and beyond, most immediately the middle Orange River and northern Cape frontiers.
Perhaps the greatest utility of the interior world framework as articulated in North America and applied here is that it accepts a plurality of interior worlds. Its strength lies in its exhortation to explore how 'Native mosaics' operated in the pre-colonial and colonial periods, and how they influenced the socio-economic transformations that accompanied the advance of colonial frontiers. 
